
Edel Assanti is pleased to present Count The Leaves In Vallombrosa, Michael Andrew Page’s first exhibition at the gallery. Page’s practice examines the idea 
of auto-ethnography: drawing on inter-textual and wide-ranging sources – heavy metal music, biker culture, Romantic prose, and video games – Page examines 
how language and content is borrowed, reinterpreted and redefined in fanatic consumption, leading to the development of cross-cultural narratives. 

The exhibition combines Page’s wooden boards and monochromatic drawings. The boards are constructed by simulating the process of the DIY garage 
guitar, using cultural signifiers such as the Ibanez Steve Vai handles and motorbike decals as a way of projecting the zeitgeist these insignias capture. 
The shimmering veneered surfaces of the boards elicit nostalgia for iconic electric guitar designs. Page sees the boards as ‘delivery platforms’, a reference 
to Henry Jenkin’s Transmedia discourse on the contemporary practice of dispersing elements of a fiction across multiple channels to extend and thus 
substantiate the construct. Page’s cultural references expand this enquiry to illustrate that a burgeoning number of ‘delivery channels’ can produce a 
secondary yet autonomous visual language.

Page’s drawings extend his investigation into the emergence of cultural metanarratives. Delacroix’s The Entry Of The Crusaders Into Constantanople was 
first seen by the artist on the album cover for ‘Bolt Thrower’ - for Page its visual language belongs to a British death metal band of the late eighties. Page 
describes this as a ‘reluctance to re-assign the primary reference’ - the image resides in the mind of the viewer within the context in which it was first 
encountered. The meticulous drawings illustrate this amusing reconfiguration by pairing these related signifiers - to Page, Heidegger will always be a 
general in Final Fantasy VII, not a philosopher; Carmilla will be the title of a heavy metal song, not a gothic novel. 

The works’ titles are taken from lost essays of Thomas De Quincey. Previously existing only as a series of titles, they serve as a poignant reference to the 
irrevocable absence of original content. The boards, through their materiality, supersede the substance of the primary source; they are their only remaining, 
and therefore principal, narratives. 

Michael Andrew Page completed an MA in painting from The Royal College of Art in 2014 after completing his BA from Slade School of Fine Art in 2012. 
Recent group exhibitions include, Stewart’s Law RCA Secret, RCA, London, 2014; Notes to Self, Dyson Gallery, UK, 2013. He was the recipient of the 2010 
Excellence in Drawing Award from Dover Street Arts Club and the 2014 Land Securities Studio Award, London. Page lives and works in London. 

Private View: 6-8pm, Wednesday 12th November, 2014
Exhibition dates: 13th November - 20th December / Open Wednesday to Saturday 12 - 6pm or by appointment

The Dreadful Infant. Maple veneer, wood stain, MDF, gun stock oil, polyurethane varnish, 
cellulose paint, vinyl decal, bass drum “O”, aluminium, plaster. 2 x (100 x 70 cm).


